
EZYFORM VS TRADITIONAL FORMWORK 
 

Features & Benefits EzyForm Yes  Traditional formwork No 

Long lasting Indefinite usage  ü 3-4 uses on average X 

Safe Made in high-vis so easy to see ü Tripping hazard, hard to see X 

Easy to clean Minimal cleaning required ü Messy, fiddly, arduous and once wet, 

it swells 

X 

Saves time Lightweight, easy to carry and 

easy to set up 

ü Heavy to lift and carry especially if 

wet 

X 

Flexible Made from PVC plastic, flexible 

and easy to form into tricky angles 

ü Made from timber, restrictive 

and inflexible 

X 

Quality finish Creates smoother, cleaner edges 

delivering a superior finish 

ü Becomes unreliable, rough finish X 

Cost savings Smart long-term investment, 

spend less on formwork as one 

set can be reused again and again 

ü Restrictive use needing frequent 

replacement. 

X 

Convenient  Order online, have it delivered to 

your door 

ü Need to order and collect in person 

from timber yard after hand 

selecting specific straight lengths. 

X 

Environmentally friendly Reusable and recyclable ü Limited shelf life, supports logging 

and deforestation. 

X 

Durability Tough and durable with a smooth 

finish 

ü Porous and prone to rot and 

chipping. 

X 

Water resistant Retains is current state ü Absorbs and swells X 

Size 6 metre lengths ü Length is approximate X 

Withstand deformation Retains its current form ü Natural deterioration X  

Low maintenance Easy to use and store ü Heavy and difficult to clean X 

Shape Rigid enough that it retains it’s  

shape even after being wet 

ü Swells, twists and deforms easily. 

Splintered timber becomes porous 

X 

Transport & Storage Easy to handle and stack. It’s light 

weight form allows you to carry 

more and get the job done faster 

and equates to happier staff! 

ü Heavy to lift and store especially 

when wet. Splinters make it harder 

to handle.  Equals unhappy or 

injured staff! 

X 

Australian made Yes – EzyForm and all raw 

materials are Australian made. 

ü  Unknown origins – could be local 

timber or foreign. 

X 

 


